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Key points:
•

Foreign diplomats, local officials and many analysts argue that Central Asia, and Tajikistan in

particular, is vulnerable to security threats emanating from Afghanistan.
•

While the threat of the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan to security in Tajikistan is over-

exaggerated, insurgents and terrorists here are capable of creating a level of localised instability.
•

Much of the violence in Tajikistan is tied to local issues and has few, if any, strong connections

to international networks of radical Islamists.
•

At present local security forces in Tajikistan are capable of defeating challengers; yet the dangers

of future spill-over effects from a disintegrating Afghanistan are unclear.
•

More effort must be made for objective, independent research on the nature of conflicts in

northern Afghanistan and Tajikistan, particularly the connections between these two countries.
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Introduction: Central Asia and Security Risks Connected to Afghanistan
In March 2011, Tajik President Emomali Rahmon expressed concern over NATO plans to draw down
troops towards a 2014 hand-over to Afghan security forces and the possible resulting security spill-over
effects of this action on Tajikistan. President Rahmon listed the dangers as including terrorism, extremism, drug trafficking, weapons smuggling and illegal immigration.1 Local analysts provide a similar list of
challenges in Tajikistan when stressing that country’s strategic significance, particularly to the United
States and Russia.2 Publicly, American officials do agree that Tajikistan is vulnerable to Afghan-based
threats. For example, the US Director of National Intelligence stated in his Senate testimony:
Tajikistan’s abilities to cope with the challenges of Islamic extremism – should it spread from Pakistan
and Afghanistan – represent an additional cause for concern. In 2010, Tajikistan’s President Rahmon
was forced to negotiate with regional warlords after failing to defeat them militarily, an indicator that
Dushanbe is potentially more vulnerable to an Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan with renewed interests
in Central Asia.3
Many Russian officials are of the same opinion – at least in their public comments. The CSTO Secretary
General Nikolai Bordyuzha stated at a meeting in Dushanbe that instability emanating from Afghanistan was a threat to the entire Central Asian region – a threat that would become especially acute if international military forces were to withdraw from Afghanistan.4
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However, in reply to the type of sentiments expressed by Bordyuzha, one Afghan analyst stated that
CSTO member states are unfairly placing blame for the region’s problems on Afghanistan in order to
draw attention away from their inability to manage their own affairs.5 Alternately, within Tajikistan some
local politicians, government officials, and analysts argue that Tajikistan is capable of containing threats
to its stability.6 Going even further against these types of alarming assessments are analyses that stress
the exaggeration of the dangers faced in Central Asia – whether the danger is Islamist movements, terrorism, drug trafficking or border security.7 The following sections will analyze the dangers faced by
Central Asia, and Tajikistan in particular as it is usually named as the most vulnerable state in the region.
The focus will be on terrorism and insurgency as they are an immediate threat to government control,
with drug trafficking not actually being an immediate security threat to Central Asian governments. 8 In
particular, an assessment of Afghanistan-based threats will be offered. The most prominent of these is
the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan.
On the Other Side of the Border: The IMU in Northern Afghanistan
Numerous local and foreign analysts, as well as local government officials, have pointed to the Islamic
Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU) as a major threat not only within Pakistan and Afghanistan, but also a
potential threat further north into Central Asia. Indeed, the now dead IMU leader Tahir Yuldashev stated that the goal of the IMU was to invade the Central Asian states to the north of Afghanistan. More
recently, in late 2010, RFE/RL reported that analysts “point to the IMU when assessing the causes of
the spike in violence in northern Afghanistan over the past two years, suggesting its militants expanded
their presence in the region to disrupt NATO's northern supply route and use the region as a launch
pad for crossborder forays into Central Asia.”9 RFE/RL noted that the important role of the IMU in
the north is reflected in the views of Afghan government officials. Numerous local leaders claim that
the IMU and fighters from Central Asia are common throughout the north of Afghanistan.10 The International Crisis Group offers similar analysis. They argue that the IMU has rebuilt its forces and is a potent force in northern Afghanistan, with a network extending into Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan.11 A
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CSIS report also points to the presence of IMU fighters in Kunduz.12 Many other sources also regularly
point to the IMU as a potent force on the ground in Afghanistan, include representatives for
NATO/ISAF.13
However, other analysts are skeptical of the above types of IMU assessments. For example, in 2010 Alexander Knyazev, a researcher from Kyrgyzstan who spent time in Kunduz, pointed to assessments of
IMU numbers in that region as exaggerated.14 More recently, Afghanistan Analysts Network researcher
Kate Clark wrote:
It is highly unusual for [...] an Afghan to be a member of the IMU. The latter appears to be a fairly routine allegation for ISAF to make when Special Forces kill or capture any Afghan who is an ethnic Uzbek
whom they suspect of being a Taleb. [...]
Labelling dead ethnic Uzbek Afghans as IMU adds to the narrative of an external ‘terrorist’ threat and
makes whoever was killed or captured sound extremely dangerous. From our point of view, it just underlines that international security forces have a blurred picture about whom they are opposing and that
not much is known about IMU and its links to the Taleban, al-Qaeda and other militant Islamist organisations.15
Similarly, one source noted to me:
We see it here (Mazar-e Sharif) in the provincial hospital, where dead bodies of insurgent KIAs are
brought to. When the bodies are not claimed by family members they are automatically labeled Foreign
Fighters and depending on their faces: Asiatic = Uzbeks; dark-skinned = Pakistani; and caucasian =
Chechens. This is done by doctors as well as police and everybody takes it at face value.16
In regards to the non-Pashtuns who are active in the insurgency in northern Afghanistan, Antonio Giustozzi provides an analysis that does acknowledge the presence of the IMU in the north. However, he
overwhelming points to the Tajik, Uzbek and Turkmen members of the insurgency as local Afghans,
and he stresses mostly Taliban recruiting in these communities.17 In another report, Giustozzi did mention Uzbeks from Uzbekistan fighting in Kunduz, but only reported on one group of fighters amidst a
broader analysis that was overwhelmingly focused on Uzbeks, Tajiks and Turkmens who are from Afghanistan and who chose to join the Taliban.18
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Some clarification was recently provided by an IMU-affiliated website. In November 2011 Furqon.com
released a list of martyrs along with biographies for the Hijri year 1432.19 Their losses were a relatively
tiny number in comparison to other more prominent groups in the Afghan insurgency. In total, 87 IMU
members were killed. Yet 64 of the listed martyrs were Afghans, and only 21 were from the former Soviet Union – including 10 from Tajikistan. What is not known is not just how many Central Asians have
travelled to Afghanistan to fight as members of the IMU, but how many have not died in Afghanistan
and have now – or will in the future – return to Central Asia. An analysis of IMU activities in Central
Asia is needed in order to ascertain how strong of a threat it is to governments in the region.
The IMU in Central Asia
Two years ago, IWPR authors investigated a possible return of the IMU to Central Asia. They found
that local security analysts agreed – in regards to Tajikistan and Uzbekistan – that continued acts of insurgent violence are possible. However, they stressed that “this would not be on a scale that Central
Asian governments could not handle, and the IMU lacked a substantial following in the region.”20 And
the current situation? In regards to researching the presence of the IMU and other potential jihadist
groups in Central Asia, CSIS researchers outlined the difficulties: “Unfortunately, years of intemperate
and biased assessments have muddied the waters of Central Asian jihadism to a state of nearimpenetrable murkiness.”21 Yet they do argue that “The IMU is Central Asia’s largest and most important militant organization, and all known strains of Central Asian jihadism are linked to it in some
fashion.”22 Going against views that emphasise an imminent IMU threat to stability is, for example, the
opinion of Joshua Kucera, who states that “Exaggerating the threat suits the governments of Central
Asia, who can appeal to foreign powers for military aid and justify crackdowns on legitimate opposition.”23 After noting the two polar opposites of threat assessments, the CSIS report’s authors note:
“Both perspectives have some validity, but each obscures almost as much as it illuminates. The skeptics
ignore the demonstrated presence of jihadist groups and their clandestine support networks. The fearmongers exaggerate the threat that small groups of extremists pose and downplay the gains authoritarian states reap from dramatizing the militant menace.”24
As for the capabilities of the IMU in Central Asia, the security analyst Farhod Tolipov argues that
groups like the IMU will always present a threat to security in regards to localized acts of violence.
However, he maintains that the last 20 years of counter-terrorism efforts by Central Asian governments
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23
Joshua Kucera, ‘Why Russia Fears US Afghan Plan’, The Diplomat (18 October 2011), http://goo.gl/IogHL
24
Sanderson, Kimmage and Gordon, ‘From the Ferghana Valley to South Waziristan’, p. 3.
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demonstrates that local security forces are capable of handling the threat.25 He added further that radical
Islamist groups have little support: “If their ideas were popular among the population we would have
already seen large-scale disturbances.”26 Tolipov has a good point: where are the attacks of a level one
should expect from a terrorist-insurgent organization as strong as the IMU is reputed to be in much of
the analysis and reporting on the region? Are IMU volunteers capable only of fighting and dying in Afghanistan? Or are they also capable of threatening the stability of countries to the north in Central Asia?
As a case study the following section will concentrate on Tajikistan – the country that has seen a locally
significant recurrence of violence in the last couple of years.
The IMU in Tajikistan?
In late November 2010, one month after an ambush in the Rasht Valley that left dozens of Tajik soldiers dead, the influential Pakistani journalist Ahmed Rashid – a long-time Central Asia watcher –
wrote an article titled “Tajikistan: The Next Jihadi Stronghold?” Rashid provided a very bleak view of
Tajikistan – socially, economically, and politically. Rashid then presented the “key issue” being the “extent to which the Taliban, al-Qaeda, and their Central Asian allies such as the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU) and its splinter, the Islamic Jihad Union (IJU), are returning to Tajikistan and Central
Asia.”27 This is followed by Rashid giving credit to the IMU for the deaths of Tajik government forces
in the Rasht Valley and by repeating government claims that the anti-government forces included Uzbeks, Tajiks, Kyrgyz, Russians, Pakistanis, Afghans, and Chechens. Rashid does concede that American
and Western diplomats do not believe this narrative. These diplomats instead say that the fighters are
local Tajiks fighting over local issues – not transnational jihadists. While airing an alternative view, Rashid stresses that “Nevertheless both Tajiks and foreigners concede that it would make perfect sense for
al-Qaeda and the Taliban to expand their operations and bases into the weak southern hinterland of
Central Asia, which includes southern Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan.”28 Other sources also
find, as did Rashid, that there was and is still a strong international connection to the recent fighting – as
argued by some Tajik officials and commentators. Some pointed to the IMU while one official, the
Deputy Minister of the Interior, claimed that the main commander for the anti-government forces –
Mullo Abdullo – was “al Qaeda’s man in Tajikistan.”29 Similarly, a retired police commander pointed to
both al Qaeda and the IMU, and noted that while Mullo Abdullo may have been killed, he is easily replaceable by others.30 Even some foreign analysts, such as one STRATFOR writer, saw some
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level of IMU involvement in the recent instability – notably the large prison break in Dushanbe that
preceded the fighting in Rasht.31
Other analysis is more cautious, such as the International Crisis Group report on the incident that noted
only that someone claiming to represent the IMU made a claim of responsibility and that the Tajik government offered no evidence of its claim that Mullo Abdullo was appointed by al Qaeda to be their local
commander.32 Similarly, a self-proclaimed IMU spokesman gave an interview to the RFE/RL Uzbek
language service and claimed responsibility for the attack on Tajik government troops that left 28
dead.33 An IWPR analytical article went even further than the ICG analysis and noted that the IMU, according to some analysts, could be making false claims in order to bolster the perception of the scale of
its presence in Central Asia. Marat Mamadshoev, the chief editor of the independent Tajikistan-based
ASIA Plus news service, argued that "Whatever the IMU says, it's nothing but talk. I'm sure that either
there are no foreigners in Rasht at all, or else there are so few of them that it isn't worth mentioning."34
The above CSIS report notes that Central Asia is not at this time an environment conducive to operations or training for the IMU, but that some mountainous and remote areas of Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan are a concern. In particular, the report mentioned the Rasht Valley and Tavildara area of Tajikistan,
citing two sources that claim there was a significant return of IMU fighters from Afghanistan to the area
with the Tajik opposition commander Mullo Abdullo.35 Indeed, someone claiming to represent the IMU
did claim responsibility for an attack on a Tajik military convoy that killed 28 soldiers.36 Regarding the
recently killed Mullo Abdullo, STRATFOR – focusing its analysis of the Rasht Valley violence almost
entirely on the IMU as the main suspect – claimed that Abdullo was a “key member of the IMU.”37
Within Tajikistan the official view of Mullo Abdullo is clear. IWPR’s Lola Olimova notes that Tajikistan’s Deputy Interior Minister claimed that Abdullo was “al-Qaeda’s man in Tajikistan.”38 Olimova,
while not endorsing this view, leaves open the possibility that Abdullo may have built links to al-Qaeda,
the Taliban or the IMU during his exile in Afghanistan.39 STRATFOR went even further and framed
the fighting in Rasht as having a significant IMU component.40 However, more
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recent analysis by two researchers with long-term experience in this area, John Heathershaw and Sophie
Roche, reveals that the fighting in the Rasht Valley is not part of a large regional network:
Moreover, what is taking place in Kamarob specifically, and in Rasht as a whole, is not, as has been
claimed by the Government of Tajikistan, a conflict with foreign terrorists, e.g. the Islamic Movement
of Uzbekistan, representing regional Islamism. Rather it is a local conflict between the regime and former commanders, who were incorporated into the state following the peace agreement, but now find
themselves excluded from it once more.41
While this analysis does not rule out any and all connections to Afghanistan and/or the IMU, it certainly
does undermine the government’s narrative.
Elsewhere in Tajikistan, the government has pointed to the presence of the IMU in several other cases.
One oft-mentioned area in northern Tajikistan is the district of Isfara. In 2009 a local prosecutor stated
that since 1997 about 80 IMU members had been identified locally and half of them had been arrested.
Since that time arrests have continued.42 Total arrests of accused terrorists and religious extremists in all
of Tajikistan for 2011 totaled nearly 200 people.43 In terms of government actions related to the IMU,
during 2011 the Tajik government arrested 86 IMU suspects, and sentenced 53 to jail terms. 44 In December 2011 the Tajik courts were particularly busy, sentencing 43 accused IMU members to prison for
a September 2010 suicide car-bombing in northern Tajikistan – claims of torture being used to extract
confessions notwithstanding.45 Indeed, the systematic practice of torture being used to
ensure confessions by police and security officers casts doubt on the actual affiliations – if any – of suspects in custody.46 In regards to the suicide bombing – a September 2010 attack on a police station in
Khujand that left two dead – a new group called Jamaat Ansarullah claimed responsibility.47 However,
41
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the government charged 53 accomplices to the bombing with being members of the IMU – all of whom
confessed during the investigation amidst allegations of torture being used to secure confessions.48
Conclusion
Commentators and analysts have consistently, since President Rahmon came to power in late 1992, portrayed Tajikistan’s government as being at risk of imminent collapse in face of dire security threats.
However, the government has proved remarkably resilient in the face of insurgent threats, even
throughout the most recent round of violent conflict in the Rasht Valley. Government forces suffered
significant losses, but the opposition forces involved were killed or neutralised. Security forces have
consistently emerged victorious against all challengers, despite some temporary setbacks. Meanwhile,
terrorist attacks, of which the suicide bombing in Khujand was the most severe, are rare events. Still,
some analysts and government officials point to threats to security that emanate in Afghanistan. However, the above analysis made clear that there is no large reserve of Central Asian IMU fighters about to
stream across the border into Tajikistan. And within Tajikistan the number of IMU sympathisers is hard
to discern. Making a guess based on convictions of IMU suspects is especially difficult considering that
confessions in Tajikistan are routinely secured through torture. Nevertheless, future instability that may
occur as a result of elite-level political upheavals, external shocks or mass mobilization unconnected to
Islamist militants could provide groups such as the IMU an opportunity to gain strength in Tajikistan.
Furthermore, sympathetic forces across the border in Afghanistan could, in the future, possibly provide
significant support and a safe-haven to insurgents and/or terrorists inside Tajikistan. Although there is
no sign of this being a possibility at the moment, there is still a need to watch events in Tajikistan closely as the situation in Afghanistan gets consistently worse.
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